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 ABSTRACT : As We all know web is developing at a fast speed. All the data give to everybody in single tick. With 
the appearance of positive impact , some negative impact likewise changes the live of govt., companies. Security is one 
of issues for companies ,govt. All are agonized over their private information. Hacking is any specialized push to 
control the typical conduct of system association and connected framework capacity .Ethical  programmer endeavors to 
copy the expectation and activities of noxious programmers without bringing about mischief. This paper tries to portray 
thought of ethical hacking, tools and every one of  its angles in general. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

 The vast growth of internet has brought many technological advances like e-comm., email easy access to vast stores of 
reference material etc. With the development of IT devices and networks the operation of information system brings 
more significant of data. As with most technological advances, there are also other risks. Criminal hackers who will 
secretly steal the organizations information and transmit it to the open internet. In these case of computer security , 
ethical hackers would employ the same tools and techniques as intruder ,but they would neither steal information nor 
damage target systems .Instead , they would evaluate the target systems security and  report back to owners with the 
vulnerability they found and instruction for how remedy them .Ethical hackers conduct penetration tests to determine 
what an attacker can find out about an information system, whether a hacker can gain and maintain access to system 
and whether the hacker’s tracks can be successfully  covered without being detected. A phreaker is a hacker who focus 
on communication systems to steal  calling card number, make free phone calls. A script is usually a young individual 
without programming skills who use attacks software that is freely available on internet and from other sources. Ethical 
hacking is a protection measure which comprises of a chain of honest to goodness apparatuses that recognize and 
endeavor an organization's security weaknesses. It utilizes the same or comparable procedures of noxious programmers 
to attack key vulnerabilities in the organization's security framework, which then can be relieved and shut. At the end 
of the day, entrance testing can be portrayed as not "tapping the entryway", but rather "getting through the entryway". 

 
II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 
In [4] C.Dash, P.C Behera has depicted Ethical Identifying so as to hack which endeavors to expand security assurance 
and fixing known security vulnerabilities on frameworks possessed by different gatherings? They portrayed what 
ethical hacking is, the thing that it can do, ethical hacking approach and in addition a few devices which can be utilized 
for a ethical programmers. They depicted how security life cycle functions. They likewise clarified ethicals of ethical 
programmers which they need to take after like regarding protection, not smashing your own framework, executing 
arrangements. In next segment distinctive sorts of programmers and methods of ethical hacking has portrayed. In 
methods of ethical hacking they portrayed pariah attack, insider attack ,framework hardware attack, sidestep 
verification and physical passage. They gave stages data by diagram  and in stages 2 of filtering two stages tests and 
attack, listening is characterized and in stage 4 likewise mix of progression and stealth. Last one incorporate assumes 
control and cleanup stages .It is all that much crucial to verify that we are utilizing the right instrument for ethical 
hacking procedure. By utilizing these instruments time and endeavors both can spare .They portrayed filtering secret 
word breaking, port checking and helplessness examining apparatuses. Everyone have distinctive apparatuses .In 
checking sniffers, war-dialing, firewall scanner instruments portrayed. Secret word breaking device are utilized to split 
the watchword of PC. Wi-fi system web cracker  and brutus are watchword breaking instrument. In Networking 65536 
ports are incorporated .While programmers do attacks they need to filter which port is open. For this port checking 
instrument are utilized. Nmap, Zen map are port filtering instrument .At last powerlessness examining apparatus to 
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check which site is defenseless . They portrayed framework security into three sections framework, information, system 
security. Finally they gave valuable data of securing information and framework. They inferred that the ethical 
programmer is an instructor who tries to edify the client, as well as the security business in general.In [3] Smith defines 
Ethical Hacking is a preventative measures which consist of chain of legitimate tools that identify  and exploit a 
company’s security weakness. 
 
In[7] Alok Singh , L.L Balani, B.K Panday characterizes Ethical Hackers ,their aptitudes ,their dispositions and what 
are opportunity and difficulties in the field of ethical  hacking. They portray the distinction in the middle of 
programmers and saltines .Hackers are known as criminal programmers and crackers are known as ethical 
programmers. Criminal Programmers utilization to take the information ,data and crackers  are utilized to uproot the 
dim side of programmers i.e sparing the information from unapproved access.  
 
After that they characterize how ethical hacking idea rises and came to at this stage. Ethical programmers are otherwise 
called tiger groups and this groups use same device and procedures as programmers. They gave us data about right on 
time ethical hack of United States Air Force , in which US Air Force directed a security assessment of MULTICS 
working framework for potential utilization as a two level . At that point they clarified program SATAN (security 
examination instrument for evaluating systems) given by Farmer and Venema.  
 
In next segment they characterize who are ethical programmers, what they do and distinctive weapons utilized for 
ethical hacking. Kismet , Metasploit , Nikto , Nmap are weapons which are characterized by them . Nmap is a best 
apparatus ever that are utilized as a part of the second period of ethical hacking means port examining, Nmap was 
initially  
 
charge line device that has been created for just Unix/Linux based working framework however now its windows 
variant is likewise accessible and simplicity to utilize. It is utilization for Operating framework fingerprinting as well. 
Nikto is a free and open source device. It is a best device for web server entrance testing. Kismet recognizes systems by 
latently gathering parcels and identifying systems, which permits it to distinguish (and given time, uncover the names 
of) shrouded systems and the vicinity of no beaconing systems by means of information movement.  
 
The best device ever, Metasploit contain a database that has a rundown of accessible adventure and it is anything but 
difficult to utilize and best device for doing infiltration testing, Metasploit system is a sub extend and is utilization to 
execute endeavor code against a machine and complete the longing errand.  
 
Toward the end what are opportunities and difficulties of hacking are characterized. We can say that last yet not the 
minimum they clarified how ethical hacking a consistent and element process. In[1] Ateeq Ahmad has portrayed about 
the anticipation against unapproved security attacks and dangers. Before talking about security dangers and avoidance 
he characterizes what data security is and fundamental data about security pertinent choice in planning IT foundations. 
He clarified the PC security as procedure of anticipating and recognizing unapproved utilization of PC .Prevention 
measures help us to prevent unapproved clients from getting to any piece of our PC framework .Detecting helps us to 
figure out if or not somebody endeavored to break in our framework.  
 
Presently the principle idea of paper characterizes that is distinctive security attacks. The attacks are infection, spyware, 
phishing ,viral web sites, unsecured remote access point ,social engineering.  Social Engineering is deceiving PC clients 
into uncovering PC security or private data, e.g. passwords, email addresses, and so forth, by misusing the regular 
inclination of a man to trust and/or by abusing a man's enthusiastic reaction. The demonstration of taking individual 
information, particularly date-book and contact data, from a Bluetooth empowered gadget is known as Bluesnarfing . 
Clients can be allured, frequently by email messages, to visit sites that contain infections or Trojans. These locales are 
known as viral sites. These dangers are quickly portrayed and strategies for managing these dangers are additionally 
clarified. Avoidance, Detection and response are strategies for security framework. He disclosed how clients need to 
keep from attacks and threats , email and communication  and tips for security attacks. 
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In [2] David Melnichuk characterized simple approach to comprehend the ethical hacking. Every single fundamental of 
ethicall hacking has clarified with pictures .These outline are useful to perusers He has portrayed secret key splitting, 
system hacking, remote hacking, windows hacking ,web hacking strategies.  
In finished up part writer portrayed distinctive destinations or programming gatherings which are similar to jewels for 
perusers. By perusing this book a man can be mindful of  ethical  hacking. 
 
In [5] The Internet's mission Crime Complaint Center is to furnish the general population with a dependable and helpful 
reporting component to submit data to the Federal Bureau of Investigation concerning suspected Internet-encouraged 
criminal movement and to create powerful collusions with law requirement and industry accomplices. Data is examined 
and scattered for investigative and knowledge purposes to law implementation and for open mindfulness. 
 

III. TYPES OF HACKERS 
 

White Hat Hackers: White hat hackers are ethical hackers with some certification such as CEH.They are computer 
security specialist who breaks into protected system and network to test and asses their security by exposing 
vulnerabilities before malicious hacker can detect and exploit them. Black Hat Hackers: Black Hat Hacker is a person 
who attempts to find computer security vulnerability and exploit them for personal financial gain or other malicious 
reasons. They use their skill for destructive purpose. Black hat hacker has the necessary computing expertise to carry 
out harmful attacks on information systems.  
Gray Hat Hackers: Gray hat hacker is a hacker with split personality. Gray hat hacker will neither illegally exploit 
vulnerability nor tell other how to do so. If any vulnerability found they will report them to owners sometime 
requesting a small fee to fix the issues. 

 
IV. PHASES 

 
Phase 1:Reconnaisance:  Reconnaisance refers to preparatory phase whether an attacker seeksto gather information 
about a target prior to launching an attack. 
 
              
             
             
             
             
             
   
 
 
             
             
            

 Passive Reconnaisance : It involves acquiring information without directly interacting with the target. For e.g  
searching public records. 

 Active Reconnaisance : It involves  interacting with target directly by any means. For e.g  telephone calls to 
help desk. 

Phase 2:Scanning :  Scanning is the activity that precedes the actual attack and involves acquiring 
more detailed information based on the data obtained during the reconnaissance 
phase. Different tools are used  scanning phase for port  scanning, network mapping, IP address. 
Phase 3:Gaining Access:  This is the phase where real hacking take place.It is point where the attackers obtain access 
to operating system or application on the computer or network. 
Phase 4: Maintain access : It refers  to the phase where the attacker tries to retain his or her owenership of system. 
Phase 5:Covering tracks : It refers to activities carried out by   an attacker to hide malicious acts. 
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V. TOOLS USED FOR HACKING 
 

It is very much essential to make sure that we are using the right tool for ethical hacking process .If we don’t have the 
right tool for ethical hacking  accomplishing tasks effectively is difficult .Automatic tools has changed the world of 
ethical hacking .Without automatic tools, the hacking process is slow and time consuming .Now we describe the 
different tools used for hacking. 
Footprinting : Footprinting is the act of gathering information about a computer system and the companies it belongs 
to. There are different tools used for footprinting like Whois and DNS. Whois database are maintained by regional 
internet registries and contain the personal information of domain owner.In DNS  record provide information about 
location and type of servers.  
Port Scanning : In the port scanning server is to detect its open ports the port listening services, once hacker  know all 
the services running on your server he could search for possible vulenerability they have.Nmap,Znmap are tools for 
port scanning. 
Sniffers: It is act of capturing packets going through a network and formely known as ethereal. Wireshark is world’s 
open source packet analyzer.Kismet is a wireless network detector. 
 
Trojan: Trojans are written to steal information from other system and to exercise control them.Tinny telnet server 
Trojan used for port 23 and executer used for port number 80. 
Password Cracking:It is process of recovery password from data that has been transmitted by computer system or 
stored in it. Cain and abel and Brutus are tools used for it. 

 
VI. CONCLUSSION 

 
In this paper we presented the ideas of framework security, hacking, programmer, ethical hacking and instruments. 
Ethical hacking is by all accounts another popular expression in spite of the fact that the procedures and thoughts of 
attacking so as to test security an establishment aren't new by any means. Be that as it may, with the present poor 
security on the web, ethical hacking may be the best approach to fitting security gaps and forestall interruptions. All 
things considered, ethical hacking will assume a sure part in the security evaluation offerings and positively has earned 
its place among other security appraisals. All in all, it must be said that the ethical programmer is a teacher who looks 
to illuminate the client, as well as the security business all in all. This additionally presumes that hacking is a vital part 
of computer world. It manages both sides of being great and terrible. 
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